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ABSTRACT: It was recently proposed that higher efficiency can be achieved in PV cells having a single-absorbent if 
for the latter an intermediate band (IB) material is used which contains a partially filled, isolated band within the gap 
of an otherwise normal semiconductor. In2$3 and related compounds in which octahedrally coordinated In is 
substituted by a light transition metal are IB material candidates according to solid state chemistry concepts, this 
having been confirmed by quantum calculations. Here materials of this type have been chemically synthesized in 
powder form using wet solvothermal methods. Especially for vanadium-substituted IrijSa, incorporation of the metal 
into the lattice is supported by XRD and TEM data, and only minor oxidation of vanadium from the V state to the 
V state is evidenced by EPR. New sub-bandgap features appear in the diffuse reflectance optical spectra upon 
incorporation of vanadium; these coincide with the spectra that had been predicted by the quantum calculations as 
corresponding to the IB electronic structure. The realization of the IB concept in a single compound, that furthermore 
should be easy to prepare in the form needed for PV thin film cells, is thus achieved for the first time. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years it has been proposed [1] that the 
insertion of an additional level (the intermediate band, 
IB) in the forbidden gap of a semiconductor can provide 
an additional path for exciting electrons from the valence 
band (VB) to the conduction band (CB), based on the 
absorption of two photons with energy lower than the 
energy gap Eg between the VB and the CB (Figure 1). 
This two-photon process would be similar to what 
happens in natural photosynthesis. By making a better 
use of the solar spectrum a higher current can be obtained 
without decrease in voltage, and consequently the 
efficiency can be increased. To achieve this result 
efficiently the IB of such material must fulfil some 
conditions: it should not overlap the VB ñor the CB, 
should be partially filled by electrons and should have 
real band characteristics rather than behaving as an 
isolated discrete level, in order to avoid large 
recombination effects. The máximum ideal limit of the 
later is computed then to be 63.1 %, while the same limit 
for a single absorbent PV cell of the standard type would 
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Fig. 1 The IB principie: a) photons of different energies 
promote electrons from the VB to the CB directly or via 
the IB, widening b) the photon range used. 

be around 41% [1]. Óptima I Eg valúes lie around 1.95 eV 
if working in high concentration conditions [1], and 
around 2.4 eV if using no concentration [2]. 

Several compounds have been proposed for realizing 
the IB concept. Thus some experimentally prepared, 
highly mismatched l l-VI or l l l -V alloys display spectral 
features that have been interpreted, using a band 
anticrossing model, in terms of an IB [3], although the 
degree of filling of the latter was not verified, ñor first 
principies calculations were made. The present authors 
have proposed on the other hand, based on solid state 
chemistry concepts, that some tetrahedral polar 
semiconductors of types normal ly used in PV cells, as 
GaAs, GaP or CuGaS2, can produce an IB electronic 
structure when the Ga atom in it is substituted partially 
by a light transition metal (TM) such as Ti or Cr [4,5,6]. 

Now we propose to use semiconductors having 
octahedral cations (to make easier their substitution by a 
TM), in particular the indium sulphides such as \n¿Sí 
which contain this element in octahedral sites. In such 
compounds the light TMs in octahedral coordination wil l 
split their d orbitals shell (presumed to be fully spin-
polarized) to give a lowest 3-level manifold of t2g-lype 
symmetry. We choose thus Ti and V as TM elements for 
this substitution; these, having in the formal trivalent 
state respectively one and two 3d electrons, wil l have the 
mentioned lowest manifold partially filled. In2$3 is also 
particularly interesting because, besides having an 
appropriate band gap (Eg=2.0 eV [7]), its frequent use as 
buffer layer in thin fi lm PV cells has led to the 
development of methods to deposit it in the convenient 
thin fi lm form. As discussed below, calculations predict 
that by substitution with these TMs an IB structure 
forms, and after synthesizing such materials the optical 
spectra of some of them agree with the predictions of 
those calculations, evidencing that IB compounds with 
the required properties have been made for the first time. 
Further data on these systems are given elsewhere [8,9]. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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^f i n.: 
Fig. 2 DOS plots for lri2S3-based materials: puré, Ti-
doped and V-doped. Fermi level is at E=0. Green curves 
reflect atom-prqjected DOS. 

2.1 Experimental 
Solutions of appropriate proportions of lnCl3, MgCl2, 

ZnCl2, TiCl3 and/or VCl3 in water or water-ethylene 
glycol 1:9 mixtures were made, mixed under N2 with 
solutions of NaS2 or thiourea and heated at 463 K in a 
teflon-lined autoclave; then the powders obtained were 
washed with methanol and water and air-dried at 333 K. 

XRD profiles were obtained with a Philips X'Pert 
Pro PANalytical diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation, 
TEM data with a JEOL 2100-F system having 0.19 nm 
point resolution and an EDS analyzer, and EPR and 
diffuse reflectance UV-Vis-NIR spectra with respectively 
a computer-interfaced Bruker ER200D system and a 
Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer using Spectralon® 
as reference material. For quantifying the number of 
spins detected in the EPR results (obtained as usual as 
first derivative of the absorption spectra), doubly 
integrated spectra were compared with that of a Cu + 

standard. 

2.2 Calculation models and methods 
Models for the calculations are based on the known 

structure of |3-ln2S3, a spinel in which catión vacancies, 
demanded by the stoichiometry of the compound, are 
ordered in tetrahedral sites to give a tetragonal centred 
lattice where the primitive cell content is ln16S24 [10]. 
The TM-containing compounds models were derived 
from it substituting two of the octahedral In atoms in the 
primitive cell with the transition metal (Ti or V). It 
should be mentioned that some metastable phases of 
ln2S3 exist [11], which contain as well most or all of 
indium in octahedral coordination; some calculations (not 
presented here) showed essentially no differences 
between the electronic structure of materials with these 
structures and those based on |3-ln2S3. 

Spin-polarized DFT calculations were made with 
plañe wave code VASP (v. 4.6) [12] at the GGA-PBE 
level, representing the atomic cores with the PAW 
method [13,14]. Crystal cell dimensions and atomic 
positions were always fully relaxed. The plañe wave 
expansions of orbitals had a cutoff of 280 eV, and the 
Brillouin zones were sampled with a 4x4x4 Monkhorst-
Pack mesh. From the converged Kohn-Sham wave-
functions optical absorption spectra (only the direct 
transitions) were obtained [15]. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Fig. 3 Absorption coefficients computed with DFT for 
the systems indicated in Fig. 2. The solar spectrum is 
drawn as background. For ln2S3 experimental data from 
[17] are displayed as well. 

3.1 DFT predictions on ln2S3-type materials 
The DFT calculation made on TM-free ln2S3 predicts 

a band gap of 0.86 eV. This valué is lower than the 
experimental one (2.0 eV) as is typical of the DFT-GGA 
theory level. With the TM-containing systems the 
calculations produced always spin-polarized electronic 
structures. The resulting density of states (DOS) curves 
obtained for all cases are summarized in Fig. 2 (a more 
complete discussion and detailed band structures are 
given in [8]). 

The incorporation of the TM into ln2S3 is seen to 
introduce in the gap new features which are contributed 
mainly by the TM t2g-type 3d orbitals (as shown by the 
prqjected DOS) and have band character and partial 
occupation. For TM=V the new band lies clearly isolated 
from the VB and CB, i.e. the desired IB characteristics 
are fulfilled. For TM=Ti it overlaps the CB, but this is 
due to the said underestimation of the main gap. As 
shown in other cases by calculations using the more 
accurate exact exchange method EXX [5,16], in the real 
materials the empty states but not the IB would be shifted 
to higher energies. If this shift (scissors operator) is made 
in the amount needed to make the puré semiconductor 
gap coincide with the experimental one, the TM-derived 
IB stands isolated also in this case. 

Absorption curves computed from these results, after 
making this shift in the band structure, are given in Fig. 
3. For the puré semiconductor the curves reproduce well 
the experimental data [17], which supports the validity of 
the method. For the doped materials absorption features 
at lower energies appear that can be related to the 
simplified scheme given in Fig. 1b. More detailed 
description and analysis are given in [8]. 

3.2 Synthesis and structural characterization of ln2S3-
type materials 

Solvothermal synthesis of ln2S3 in water produced a 
powder material with sharp X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
features (Fig. 4) that correspond to the a-ln2S3 phase 
(which is the same as the (3 phase but with the tetrahedral 
vacancies disordered, so that a cubic spinel-like structure 
results [18]). When a mixed water-ethylene glycol 
solvent is used, the material is less crystallized and the 
metastable hexagonal y phase appears as well. 

The synthesis of the V-containing material required 
using the water-ethylene glycol solvent to avoid 
excessive oxidation of vanadium. The thus prepared 
material, in which the V:ln ratio was 0.093:1 according 
to X-Ray fluorescence chemical analysis, displayed an 
XRD diagram where only features of the ln2S3 phases 
appeared (Fig. 4). Examination of the material with HR-
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Fig. 4. XRD diagrams of I112S3 prepared in water and 
water-ethylene glycol, and of V- and Ti-containing 
InjSa prepared in the latter solvent. Al I peaks except 
that at 29=20° (due to Y-ln2S3) are from a-ln2S3. 

TEM (Fig. 5) showed the coexistence of well-crystallized 
domains, where lattice spacings corresponding to the 
spinel-type a-ln2S3 structure could be detected. It is 
particularly worth noting that in some of these well-
crystallized regions the EDS analysis indicated V:ln 
ratios cióse to the bulk chemical analysis valué, thus 
evidencing that vanadium had been able to enter the 
lri2S3 lattice. 

For the Ti-doped material, only less crystalline 
products could be obtained (see Fig. 4 for the XRD 
diagram of a material with Ti:ln:S ratio = 0.21:1.79:3.2); 
it would seem thus that vanadium was more efficient in 
helping to nucleate the lri2S3 phase in the mixed solvent. 

3.3 Spectroscopic characterization of the materials 
For the better crystallized V-containing product the 

EPR spectrum was recorded. As shown in Fig. 6 a signal, 
centred at g~1.98, could be observed in which hyperfine 
structure can be discerned superimposed on a broader 
component. The temperature dependence of the spectrum 
follows a Curie-type behaviour, implying a paramagnetic 
character. The spectrum can be ascribed to V species 
(V would be diamagnetic, and V species, with an even 
number of electrons, would not be observed in the 
spectrum). Integration of the spectrum allowed to 
determine quantitatively the amount of V in the sample; 
it corresponded to 24% of the total amount of vanadium 
in it, evidencing that most of this element remained in the 
trivalent redox state. 

UV-Vis-NIR spectra were recorded in the diffuse 
reflectance mode for the puré and TM-doped ln2S3; they 
are presented in Fig. 7. While for ln2S3 a clearjump at 
E=2.0 eV is observed, which corresponds to the onset of 
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Fig. 6. EPR spectrum obtained at 77 K for V-
substituted ln2S3. Shown is its decomposition into a 
broadened signal and a well-resolved axial signal 
displaying hyperfine structure. 

absorption at the bandgap energy, for the TM-containing 
materials absorption of photons with sub-bandgap 
energies is observed. In the case of the vanadium-
containing sample this lower energy absorption appears 
clearly structured in two features: ajump at around 1.7 
eV and a lower energy región that starts around 0.6 eV 
and rises gradually until it meets the mentioned jump. 
This structure is clearly similar, even if with less marked 
feature, to the absorption spectrum predicted by the DFT 
calculations for the V-substituted \n¿Sí, presented in Fig. 
3. The agreement between experimental and predicted 
spectrum shape is a strong indication that the desired V-
substituted lri2S3 material has been obtained, and that the 
electronic structure and optical characteristics of this 
compound indeed correspond to those foreseen for the 
sought IB material. Note that the observation of sub-
bandgap optical absorption in both spectrum ranges 
(above and below ca. 1.7 eV) indicates, according to this 
model, that the IB is partially electron-filled, making 
possible both V B ^ I B and I B ^ V B transitions occur at 
finite rates. If the IB were either completely filled or 
empty only one sub-bandgap feature would be observed 
in the spectrum; this might be the case for the materials 
reported in [3]. 

For the Ti-substituted lri2S3 sample giving the XRD 
profile shown in Fig. 4 the optical absorbance spectrum 
is given as well in Fig. 7. Sub-bandgap absorption is 

Fig. 5-HR-TEM image obtained on the V-containing 
ln2S3 material. The V:ln ratio shown, obtained with 
EDS, corresponds to the área marked with a circle. 
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Fig. 7 Optical absorption diffuse reflectance spectra 
(presented as logarithm of the reflectance) obtained for 
the ln2S3 materials (puré and substituted with V or Ti). 
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Fig. 8. X R D data of puré and V-substituted Zn l^S; ) . 

observed here as we l l , but it is much less structured, 

possibly due to the i l l-crystal l ized nature of the material; 

the presence of an IB structure is thus less evident in this 

case. 

3.4 Results on other In-based sulphides 

Considering that the above described phenomenon of 

IB formation could be general in compounds of this 

class, synthesis of other octahedral In sulphide derived 

semiconductors, and T M substitution in them, has been 

undertaken. Some prel iminary results on this system are 

here presented. 

On the one hand, synthesis of Mgln2S4 was 

undertaken fo l lowing the same solvothermal methods as 

in the previous cases. This compound has, like lri2S3, a 

spinel structure, but w i th no catión vacancies; the spinel 

is largely inverse, i.e. most of the M g ions lie in 

octahedral sites [19]. The bandgap is around 2.2 eV [20]. 

The obtained X R D diagrams and optical absorption 

spectra, as wel l as the results of DFT calculations, are 

similar (and are not being shown here) to those described 

above for the InjSa case, suggesting that w i th in the In 

thiospinel class of compounds the same IB features can 

be obtained. 

Then the system based on Znln2S4 was tr ied. This is a 

hexagonal layered compound, existing in several 

stacking polytypes, where half of the In atoms are 

octahedrally coordinated, and the other half, as wel l as 

the Zn ions, are tetrahedrally coordinated [21]; its 

bandgap is 2.3 eV [22]. Fol lowing the same preparation 

methods as above, both puré Znln2S4 and the V-doped 

material were synthesized; atomic ratios in the products 

were Zn: ln:S= 1:1.85:4 and Zn:V:ln:S=1:0.2:1.8:3.96 

respectively. X R D diagrams (Fig. 8) showed that these 

materials are moderately wel l crystall ized powders 

(somewhat less in the case of the V-containing solid); 

only the dif fract ion lines corresponding to the layered 

Znln2S4 phase were found (the high pressure spinel phase 

[23] was not detected). Thus inclusión of V in the 

Znln2S4 lattice seems to have occurred. The raw diffuse 

reflectance spectra (Fig. 9) again show that upon 

inclusión of vanadium strong sub-bandgap absorption 

appears, and although it has less marked features that in 

the substituted InjSa case a small shoulder at an energy 

ca. 0.5 eV lower than the main bandgap j u m p is 

discerned that might be due to an IB structure similar to 

that of the ln2S3-based material. Its DFT modeling is in 

progress. 
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Fig. 9 Optical absorption diffuse reflectance spectra 

(presented as logarithm of the reflectance) obtained for 

the Znln2S4 materials (puré and substituted w i th V ) . 
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